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INTRODUCTION 
Alternative environmental definitions have been used to study the potential interaction of 
genotype and environment (GEI).  Studies using herd mean and phenotypic variance of milk 
yield to differentiate herd environments showed important heterogeneity in genetic and 
residual variances across geographic regions. 
 
Specific objectives of this study were to estimate the genetic and residual variances for yields 
of milk, fat and protein, and somatic cell score of Friesian and Brown Swiss cows in 
contrasting Sicilian herd environments. We were especially interested in the potential sacrifices 
from genotype-environmental interaction in low opportunity herds. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Final data sets of mature equivalent yields of milk, fat and protein and somatic cell counts 
(SCC) comprised 8897 305-day lactation records of daughters of 825 Friesian sires and 1143 
records of daughters of 220 Brown Swiss sires.  A weighted somatic cell score (WSCS) per 
lactation was calculated by adjusting SCC with test day milk yields (Kennedy et al., 1982). 
 
Three criteria were used to define alternative herd environments. The phenotypic within herd-
year standard deviation (HYSD) for 305-day ME yield was used to group herds into alternative 
environments: low HYSD <1330 kg and high HYSD >1370 kg for Friesian and, low HYSD 
<950 kg and high HYSD >990 kg for Brown Swiss. A second criterion grouped herds by the 
incidence of abnormal lactation in primiparous and/or pluriparous cows. Abnormal lactation 
was defined as undetectable ascent to peak daily yield testing the sign of the b parameter of the 
gamma function using a type I error of 0.05. The herd management criterion comprised an 
unweighted subset of 17 milk-enhancing practices obtained by field survey to stratify farms 
into high and low opportunity environments. The distance of Jaccard was calculated among all 
farms (using the Distance Macro in SAS; Kuo, 1997). The Lance-Williams (1967) flexible-beta 
method was used to form high and low opportunity herd clusters. 
 
The variance-covariance components were estimated using a multiple-trait linear mixed sire 
model for each breed. All traits were analyzed for the average herd and for alternative high and 
low opportunity environments. A two-trait linear mixed sire model was used to estimate the 
genetic covariance and correlation between high and low opportunity environments. 
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RESULTS 
Within-environment Analysis. The Friesian sire variances for yield traits in low opportunity 
herds were consistently smaller than in high opportunity environments for every criterion. The 
Brown Swiss sire variance for milk in low HYSD herds was 66% as large as in the high HYSD 
environment. Similar results were obtained with the other environmental definitions. This 
compression of genetic variation with HYSD agrees with findings from the US and Latin 
America (Short et al., 1990; Stanton et al., 1991; Carvalheira et al., 1998; Cienfuegos-Rivas et 
al., 1999; Costa et al., 2000; Castillo et al., 2000). Friesian sire and residual (co)variances of 
WSCS were smaller in low than in the high opportunity environments. 
 
Between-environment Analysis. HYSD environments.  Sire variances for the yield traits in 
both breeds were consistently smaller in the low HYSD environments. Therefore, discussion 
focuses on results from the Friesian herds (Table 1). Sire and residual variance components for 
milk yield from the low HYSD environment were about half as large as corresponding 
estimates in the high HYSD environment. The genetic correlation of 0.63 between the two 
environments was like the finding for first lactation milk yield between average herd 
environments in the US and Mexico (Cienfuegos et al., 1999). Components of (co)variance for 
yields of fat and protein from the low HYSD herds also were smaller than for the high HYSD. 
 
Table 1. Estimates of Friesian sire and residual variance components and sire covariance 
(Cov) for yields (kg2) of milk, fat and protein and WSCS in contrasting environments 
 

Trait Sire Residual Cov Sire Residual Cov Sire Residual Cov 

 HYSD environments             Lactation environments       Management environments 

Milk           

     Low  65,973 1,059,296 64,389  65,326 1,015,389  80,428  98,092 1,913,604  104,861 

     High 156,047 2,108,799   99,021 1,811,951  128,186 1,468,661  

Fat          

     Low       122 1324 113    43        1263         82    202       2514        158 

     High       241 2585   156        1022  194       1637  

Protein          

     Low         71 825 45    91           799         96 100       1594        100 

     High       122 1710   101        1463  149       1120  

WSCS          

     Low 0.029 1.059 0.028    0.036         1.081      0.03    0.023        1.154 0.024 

     High 0.030 1.187     0.039         1.132  0.036        1.097  
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environment. Genetic correlations between environments were 0.66 for fat yield and 0.48 for 
protein yield also signaling major re-ranking of breeding values. Sire and residual variance 
components and estimated heritability (0.10) for WSCS were similar in the HYSD alternatives. 
 
Incidence of abnormal lactation. A similar trend was found in the components of (co)variance 
for yield traits when contrasting environments differed by the incidence of abnormal lactation 
(consistently smaller in the low opportunity herds of both breeds). Genetic correlations for 
yield traits between the two contrasting environments were large and positive. Sire variance for 
WSCS was slightly smaller in the low opportunity environments of both breeds, confirming the 
compression of genetic expression also for score due to udder- and health-related constraints. 
 
Differential use of management practices. Like the other environmental criteria, the Friesian 
and Brown Swiss sire variances for milk yield were less in herds where management likely 
constrained performance. Sire variance components were similar between environments for fat 
yield, and smaller in the low opportunity herds for protein yield. Sire variances for WSCS 
(both breeds) were also smaller in the low opportunity environment; and genetic correlation 
suggested potential re-ranking of breeding values. Thus, the management practice criterion also 
revealed heterogeneous variances in low and high opportunity herds. 
 
The HYSD criterion showed substantial sire re-ranking between environments. However, 
regardless of the definition of alternative herd environments, results suggested that GEI is 
mainly from compressed variance among breeding values rather than significant changes in 
rank. All low opportunity environments were thus likely associated with management 
constraints that inhibit genetic expression. 
 
Correlated Responses. Estimates of correlated response generally indicated about 20% to 
60% less gain in yield traits in low opportunity herds (Table 2). Sacrifices in yield response in  
 
Table 2. Expected correlated responses in the low opportunity herds as a proportion of 
response in the high opportunity environments 
 

Environmental criterion Milk Fat Protein WSCS 
  Friesian 
Herd-year standard deviation   0.41 0.46 0.36 0.93 

Abnormal lactation  0.81 0.52 0.95 0.92 

Management practices  0.81 0.81 0.67 0.66 

  Brown Swiss 
Herd-year standard deviation  0.75 0.53 0.43 0.68 

Abnormal lactation  0.80 0.85 0.79 0.84 

Management practices  0.67 0.86 0.82 0.61 
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the low HYSD environments, relative to less constrained environments, ranged from 54% to 
64% for Friesian. Somatic cell score responses were similar across environments, except for 
about one-third less response in the low management environment. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Compressed variance of breeding values regardless of the definition of contrasting 
environment, rather than change in rank, was the main evidence for GEI in these dairy herds. 
Results suggest greater selection response and, consequently, faster genetic and net economic 
improvement (Holmann et al., 1990) by alleviating the environmental constraints fostering this 
GEI. Learning to better manage dairies would help to enhance economic payoffs from genetic 
investment in milk yield regardless of specific sire selection decisions. 
 
The set of criteria used in this study effectively differentiated herd environments. A drawback 
of the HYSD criterion is that it utilizes an endogenous variable potentially correlated with yield 
response (i.e., the “outcome”). Few test days early in lactation are much less correlated with 
total lactation yield using the abnormal lactation criterion.  Herds clustered by management 
practices utilize exogenous information to differentiate herd environments in a manner 
independent of milking performance. Consequently, standard statistical theory permits 
estimation and testing because explanatory variables are not fixed outside the system of 
analysis [i.e., a nonrandom extraneous mechanism is not introduced into the probability model 
(analogous to selection), which could lead to distorted inferences]. Ideally, it would be best to 
use exogenous information to define contrasting environments.  Nonetheless, this study 
showed that the consequences were not severe when using HYSD to define herd environments. 
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